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QA3010 Matte graphite

QA3012 American Walnut

R QA3014 Black Leather 

QA3016 Black Lacquer

QA3018 White Lacquer

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 100mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 68Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohm

Minimum Impedance: 4ohm

Sensitivity: 86dB

Recommended Power: 15 - 75w

Crossover Frequency: 2.8kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 235 x 200 x 150

Weight: 3.6kg Speaker Stand

QA3020 Matte graphite

QA3022 American Walnut

R QA3024 Black Leather 

QA3026 Black Lacquer

QA3028 White Lacquer

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 125mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 64Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohm

Minimum Impedance: 4ohm

Sensitivity: 88dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 75w

Crossover Frequency: 2.9kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 260 x 226 x 170

Weight: 4.6kg Speaker Stand

QA3106 Black

QA3108 White

Compact bookshelf / Wall mount speaker

Medium bookshelf / Wall mount speaker

499.95

599.95

299.95

i

Stands Speaker Stands for the Q3010 & Q3020

Q3020

Q3000 Series

Pictured in Matte Graphite

Pictured in American Walnut

Q3010

399.95

499.95

We’re very proud to confirm that Q Acoustics’ design team have done it again! We tasked them to design a completely new range of
loudspeakers that would better their previous achievements – the hugely successful and highly acclaimed ‘2000i’ Series. 
The goal was to ‘raise the bar’ still further and once again set new performance standards for affordable loudspeakers. 
The results very clearly speak for themselves. 
A fusion of both evolutionary and revolutionary thinking, the new range benefits from state-of-the-art design technology, as well as 
improvements to the cabinet construction derived from our ground breaking ‘Concept’ models. 
An example is the new, bespoke, 3000 Series, ‘2 in 1’, Concentric Ring Dome tweeter. It achieves its astounding sonic performance: 
ultra-low distortion and wide dispersion, by combining the best properties of both ‘Ring radiator’ and ‘Dome’ type tweeter designs. 
Beautiful to behold, and available in five attractive finishes, the new Q Acoustics 3000 Series are simply astonishingly good
loudspeakers. 

History - Established in 2006, Q Acoustics has been a success right from the start. Its first products, the ‘1000 Series’ shook up the UK 
loudspeaker industry, received unprecedented praise from reviewers worldwide and scooped prestigious Awards. More Awards 
followed with the release of the upgraded ‘1000i Series’, but not satisfied with merely designing truly remarkable conventional 
loudspeakers, Q Acoustics’ design team introduced ‘Q AV’ the world’s first speakers to feature ‘BMR’ (Balanced Mode Radiator) drive 
units, enabling for the first time, the whole family to hear perfect home cinema sound, wherever they sat within the room. They 
impressed ‘The Sunday Times’ so much they said: “Some day all speaker systems will be like this” (January 2008).
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QA3050 Matte graphite

QA3052 American Walnut

R QA3054 Black Leather 

QA3056 Black Lacquer

QA3058 White Lacquer

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 2 x 165mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 44Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohm

Minimum Impedance: 4ohm

Sensitivity: 92dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 150w

Crossover Frequency: 2.6kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 1000 x 298 x 200

Weight: 17.8kg

QA3070 Matte graphite

QA3072 American Walnut

R QA3074 Black Leather 

QA3076 Black Lacquer

QA3078 White Lacquer

Enclosure type: Ported

Bass Unit: 2 x 170mm long throw

Amplified Power: 140W rms

Crossover Frequency: 50Hz - 150Hz (var)

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 400 x 425 x 200

Weight: 13.6kg

Pictured in Black Lacquer

QA3090 Matte graphite

QA3092 American Walnut

R QA3094 Black Leather 

QA3096 Black Lacquer

QA3098 White Lacquer

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 2 x 100mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 75Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohm

Minimum Impedance: 4.4ohm

Sensitivity: 89dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 100w

Crossover Frequency: 2.7kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 150 x 200 x 430

Weight: 6kg

Wall Bracket QA3100 Wall bracket for Q3010, Q3020 & Q3090C Black (Each) 49.95

449.95

1699.95

1399.95

899.95

799.95

349.95

Q3050

Q3070S

Q3090C

Pictured in Black Leather

Floorstanding speaker

Active subwoofer

Centre speaker (Can be wall mounted)

a masterpiece in its 
class – so well 
blended is the mix of 
skilful engineering 
for the price. Voicing 
the ingredients to 
give a great sound 
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QA3010-5.1G Matte graphite

QA3010-5.1W American Walnut

QA3010-5.1B Black Lacquer

QA3010-5.1WH White Lacquer

QA3050-5.1G Matte graphite

QA3050-5.1W American Walnut

QA3050-5.1B Black Lacquer

QA3050-5.1WH White Lacquer

2299.95

2 Pair 3010, 1 Q3000C, 1 Q3070S
Q3010 5.1 

Package

3299.95

2 3050, 2 3010, 1 Q3000C, 1 Q3070S
Q3050 5.1 

Package

1899.95

2799.95

Q3000 Series Packages

Q Acoustics’ superlative speaker package sets a 
new benchmark for standmount systems. Its first 
class performance and delectable design 
represent outstanding value for money, although 
fans of the lacquer finish will need deeper 
pockets.
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QA2625 Gloss white

QA2620 Gloss black

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 125mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 64Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohms

Minimum Impedance: 4ohms

Sensitivity: 88dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 75w

Crossover Frequency: 2.9kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 260 x 280 x 170

Weight: 5.6kg

 - Gelcore - "Cabinet within a cabinet"

Concept 20 QA2125 Gloss white

Stand QA2120 Gloss black

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 655 x 386 x 240

Weight: 12kg

NOTE - Speaker not included.

599.95

799.95

Concept Series

Concept 20 Medium bookshelf / Stand mount

Hi end Gel-Core Speaker stand

The ‘Concept 20’ is a special loudspeaker which goes beyond anything that Q Acoustics has achieved before. It’s a beautifully styled 
product which we confidently believe provides a level of sonic performance previously thought impossible at its price point.
To achieve this extraordinary result, Q Acoustics’ design team applied both scientific methodology and advances in technology to
address the fundamental problem of cabinet resonance, which is widely recognised as the single biggest hurdle preventing ‘high end’ 
sonic performance at a reasonable price.
The ‘Concept 20’ proves cabinet resonance need be a problem no longer. Incorporating a cabinet within a cabinet design, its inner and 
outer enclosures are bound together by a bespoke adhesive which never quite sets.
This configuration (known as Gelcore™ construction) allows the kinetic energy generated by the drive units within the cabinet to be 
dispersed as heat, preventing it colouring and degrading the speaker’s musical output.                                       
Combine this new cabinet design with the Concept 20’s advanced, high dynamic, low distortion drive units and the result is a 
loudspeaker which, at its price, is nothing short of sensational.

Sonically Matching Floor Stand
To optimise sonic performance, we have also incorporated Gelcore™ Construction into a unique, visually striking and resonance-free 
matching floor stand for the new loudspeaker.
The beautiful Concept 20 speakers and high performance stands come in a choice of either Gloss White or Gloss Black, lacquered 
finishes.

If you’re 
thinking of 
buying the 
Concept 20s, 
consider the 
stands essential 
if you want to 
hear what the 
speakers can 
really do.

" you find yourself immersed in the middle 
of a vast stereo soundstage "

" exceptionally clean, controlled and 
detailed"
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QA2635 Gloss white

QA2630 Gloss black

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 2 - 125mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 53Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 8ohms ; 

Minimum Impedance: 4ohms

Sensitivity: 90dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 150w

Crossover Frequency: 2.3kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 972 x 288 x 380

Weight: 18.5kg

QA2695 Gloss white

QA2690 Gloss black

Enclosure type: 2-way reflex

Bass Unit: 2 - 100mm

Treble Unit: 25mm

Frequency Response: 75Hz - 22kHz

Nominal Impedance: 6ohms

Minimum Impedance: 4ohms

Sensitivity: 88dB

Recommended Power: 25 - 75w

Crossover Frequency: 2.9kHz

Dimensions H/D/W mm: 150 x 198 x 430

Weight: 6.8kg

QA2130 Centre glass wall support (Single) Black / Glass 99.95

QA2140 Speaker glass wall supports (Pair) Black / Glass 149.95

Centre Support

Dimensions for wall plate H/W mm: 80mm / 160mm

Dimensions for glass shelf  D/W mm: 250mm / 450mm

Speaker Supports

Dimensions for wall plate H/W mm: 80mm / 160mm

Dimensions for glass shelf  D/W mm: 295mm / 210mm

Wall supports

Concept 40

Concept 40 2199.95

 Centre 599.95Concept Centre speaker

Floorstanding speaker

The Concept 40 is Q Acoustics’ flagship floorstanding speaker. It is the newest addition of the acclaimed award winning Concept 
range, and we are highly confident about its ability to deliver unparalleled sonic performance at its price. We strongly believe that these 
HiFi speakers set new standards, and can even outperform those that are in a much higher price bracket. 
In common with the Concept 20 its award-winning ‘little brother’, the new Concept 40’s unparalleled soundstage, dynamics and sheer 
musicality is achieved by incorporating outstanding, bespoke drive units into a lacquered, State-of-the-Art, ‘GelcoreTM Construction’, 
ultra-low resonance cabinet, which ultimately allows them to perform at its very best. The drive units have powerful oversized magnets 
attached to them to lower the bass extension and the tripod stand allows these floorstanding loudspeakers to have perfect rigidity and 
contact with the floor to enhance its performance. 
The aluminium facia plate not only enhances the aesthetics, but also helps to reduce cabinet resonance further as it features a butyl 
clamp. With a sensitivity of 90dB, and a speaker impedance that never get s lower than 4 ohms, it means that the Concept 40 is easy 
to drive with any good quality amplifier. With a striking floorstanding design which is available in either high gloss black, or high gloss 
white, these loudspeakers really do look as good as they sound. 
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QA7520-S Urban White

QA7530-S Juice Red

QA7540-S Black Gloss

QA7550-S White Gloss

QA7560-S Red Gloss

Dimensions (W x H x D): 240mm x 148mm

x 226mm (each)

Power output: 2 x 50W

Speakers -

Bass unit: 100mm

Treble unit: 25mm

Connection options -

Bluetooth V4.0 including aptX®

Analogue 3.5 mm stereo jack socket

Analogue RCA phono sockets

Digital optical (Toslink)

Subwoofer output (RCA)

Speaker terminals

In the box

1 x active (right) and 1 x passive (left) speaker

Remote control (battery included)

2 metre 3.5mm jack lead

2 metre RCA phono lead

4 metre speaker cable

UK AC mains cable

EU AC mains cable

User manual

999.95

799.95

QED Streamer

BT3 & QED 

Streamer Pack

Q Media Series

Active Bluetooth Speakers that now include 

the QED Streamer 
R

The Q Media BT3 from multi-award-winning Q Acoustics is a no compromise sound system for todays mobiles, tablets and TVs. The 
Q-BT3 consists of just two bookshelf speakers, no separate amplifier is required. You stream your music wirelessly to the Q-BT3 via 
Bluetooth and high quality aptX. The Q-BT3 also features input-sensing wired connections, simply plug-in your TV or set-top box and 
the speakers turn on when required. A remote control is supplied, however, the clever Q-BT3 can be also be controlled with many of 
the remotes currently used by cable/satellite devises.

What really sets the Q Media BT3 apart from sound docks is pure quality of sound reproduction. Designed by the same very well
respected team that produces all our award winning speakers the Q-BT3 is a 'no compromise' choice. Whatever content you choose, 
MP3 downloads, streamed music or sound from your TV, the versatile Q-BT3s will reward you with a real stereo hi-fi experience that 
single box sound-bars and docks just can't match.

Features -
• Real hi-fi speakers, which connect wirelessly
• Genuine stereo sound from all your home entertainment media
• Shelf, stand or table mount in portrait or landscape
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M4 QA7415 Soundbar with built in Sub & Bluetooth Black 1099.95

Audio performance

Power output (THD - <1.00%) At rated power 100W (2 x 25W + 

50W) 

Frequency response (+/- 0.5dB) 20Hz to 20kHz

S/N ratio (A-Wtd) -85dB

Line in 1 (RCA phono) input sensitivity 2.0Vrms

Line in 1 (RCA phono) input overload 2.2Vrms

Line in 2 (3.5mm jack) input sensitivity 1.0Vrms

Line in 2 (3.5mm jack) input overload 1.2Vrms

Speakers

LR drivers BMR 65mm x 65mm

Subwoofer (Twin coil) 120mm x 150mm

Power consumption

Standby <0.5 Watt

No signal (idle) 14 Watts

Bluetooth®

Bluetooth specification V4.0 class 2 device

Latency 6ms

Internal stereo CODEC 16-bit

Stereo audio sample rate up to 48kHz

Music enhancements aptX®, SBC, MP3

Support for A2DP, 802.11 co-

existence

Dimensions / Weight

(W x H x D) 1000mm x 90mm x 

142mm

Height including feet 105mm

Total weight 4.9 kg

Media 4 HiFi Soundbar

Wall Mountable

The Hi-Fi soundbar with built-in subwoofer

The Q Acoustics Media 4 is a high performance soundbar designed to deliver high fidelity reproduction of music, and high quality audio 
from a TV or set top box, tablets and smartphones. 

The Q Acoustics M4 features ‘BMR’ driver units. These innovative speakers create clear room filling sound. An acoustically matched 
built-in high performance subwoofer adds real bass. You will enjoy a ‘cinema’ audio experience with the Q M4 compared with using the 
TV speakers alone. 

The Q M4 is a ‘Hi-Fi soundbar’, designed to play music and movies with equal accomplishment. 
With both analogue and optical inputs the unit can also be used with a variety of other entertainment sources such as streaming 
services like Spotify, CD players, portable music players, computers and internet radio. 

The unit is also Bluetooth compatible using aptX lossless Bluetooth for audio streaming. This wireless connection can sync to almost 
any Bluetooth compatible audio device. It can remember up to eight pairings, so when friends or family come over, a ‘guest’ music 
player can get connected in just seconds. The aptX Bluetooth we use is V4.0 and is compatible with the V3.0, V2.1, V2.0 even V1.2 on 
some devices so will work with older devices. 
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M3 QA7442 Soundbar with HDMI Black 799.95

Dimensions (W / H / D) 1000 / 70 / 125mm

Weight 4 kg

Mid-High driver BMR 58mm

Bass driver DVC 100 / 150mm

Optical DAC 24-bit 48Hz Toslink

Bluetooth (aptx / AAC / MP3 / SBC) V4 Class 2

RCA Phono 2.10Vrms

3.5mm 1.10Vrms

HDMI ARC ARC

Remote control 1

HDMI lead 1

M3 Soundbar

SIMPLICITY REDEFINED
The M3 is simplicity redefined where beautifully engineered sound meets beautiful design. M3 is an elegant, compact soundbar,
designed to bring life to your living room without the clutter of a full Hi-Fi system.
The M3 is a true plug and play soundbar. Connect it to a television using an HDMI (ARC) input and it becomes one with the TV, Switch 
on the TV and the M3 automatically brings clarity of speech and a depth of soundscape that transforms the TV sound.

HEARING IS BELIEVING
It’s hard to believe something so small delivers such a big, detailed sound. At Q Acoustics we have developed a streamlined acoustic 
offering that will allow you to discover previously unheard, subtle layers to your movie and music soundtracks through this compact 
soundbar.
Wide dispersion BMR drivers provide room-filling sound and clarity, whilst the inbuilt subwoofer gives a depth of soundscape that will 
transform your TV sound. The M3 boasts a MoviEQ control which has been designed to enhance movie sounds tracks, adding more 
bass; your home will rumble with powerful bass for that full blooded movie experience. To ensure the sound truly matches the picture 
up to 50ms of Lip Sync adjustment is available, adjustable in 10ms steps.

INTELLIGENT CONNECTIVITY
With Q Acoustics' new Intelligent Pre-Amplifier (IPA) designed to seamlessly integrate into your home setup, connect it into your home 
entertainment setup using the ARC HDMI input, and forget about it. The M3 becomes one with your TV, leaving you to discover the two 
sides of this unique product, movie and music.
If you are unable to use an HDMI connection, both analogue (3.5mm jack) and digital (Toslink) are also available and we have taken 
the time to ensure that the M3 will work with leading satellite and cable infra-red (IR) remote controls to again avoid having multiple 
Remote Controls.
The M3 also incorporates Bluetooth aptX TM and NFC, which means you have full connectivity and streaming flexibility from any
Bluetooth or NFC device. Enjoy your music from your favourite streaming service including iTunes, Spotify, Deezer and Tidal.

YOUR WAY
We understand that everyone has a different room setup, and that a new gadget should not be intrusive to your current lifestyle, so we 
have taken the care to ensure your M3 will sound at its absolute best no matter how you place it. Sit it on a shelf, place it in a cabinet, 
or mount it on a wall, just change the switchable EQ, which adjusts the bass performance to suit each location and let us open your 
ears and allow you to enjoy movies and music as they were intended.
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QA7825 White

QA7827 Black

Power handling: 15-100 watts 

Drivers: 2 x 75mm (3") long-throw drives

Tweeter: 25mm high frequency ring radiator

Nominal impedance: 6 ohms impedance

Frequency Response: 95 Hz - 20 kHz

Efficiency: 85dB @ 2.83V (free space)

Dimensions (HxWxD mm incl. table stand): 

240 x 100 x 160mm

Weight: 1.6 kgs (each)

QA7835 White

QA7837 Black

Power handling: 15-100 watts 

Drivers: 2 x 75mm (3") long-throw drivers

Tweeter: 25mm high frequency ring radiator

Nominal impedance: 6 ohms impedance

Frequency Response: 95 Hz - 20 kHz

Efficiency: 85dB @ 2.83V (free space)

QA7815 White

QA7817 Black

Base: 320mm

Height (Excluding speaker): 780mm

Weight: 2.6kg

Finish: White & Black

Sold in: Pairs

Q7000C

 Q7000LRi

399.95Centre speaker

Pair of Satellite speakers 

349.95Speaker stands

599.95

Q7000i Series

Q7000ST

Don't be misled by beauty.

The new 7000i series speakers may look simply like very elegant and slender 'satellite' speakers. But in reality they are full range, true 
hi-fi speakers which deliver a wonderful, musical soundstage even without a subwoofer. This makes them an ideal choice when there is 
a requirement for a small discreet speaker and where a subwoofer cannot be accommodated. However, combine them with the 
matching 7070Si subwoofer and they will astonish you. Configured as a 2.1 stereo speaker system, their smooth, open, dynamic, ultra-
low distortion sound quality comfortably outperforms many large (and far more expensive) floorstanding loudspeakers. 
As a full 5.1 Home Cinema speaker package the new 7000i is simply unrivalled. Its precision soundstage, powerful dynamics and rich 
deep bass make it the natural choice for both home cinema enthusiasts and discerning music lovers. 
It's no wonder the new 7000i has won a coveted 2013 'What Hi-Fi' award. 

What 's new ?

- Completely new drivers and voicing in all the speakers
- New classic matt black and white finishes, with gloss trim (Best of both worlds).
- The subwoofer has been reduced in size to take up much less space in the room, but without  taking away the performance.
- Cleverly concealed cable management.
- Easily accessible volume and phase controls.
- keeps the option of the wall-mountable bracket (optional).
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QA7887 White

QA7886 Black

Compact Subwoofer

8" High Excursion driver

Accurate transient response, rhythmic timing

MDF, infinite baffle enclosure

150 watt amplifier

All terminals hidden

Side mounted, easy- access, controls

Discreet cable management

Other

Amplifier: 150w rms 300w peak analogue

Bass driver: 8"

Frequency Response: 35 Hz - 200 Hz

Dimensions (HxWxD): 324 x 480 x 155mm

Weight: 11 kgs

QA8967 White

QA7866 Black

799.95

5.1 Sub / Sat Pack 

Active Subwoofer Q7060Si

1999.95 5.1 Pack

Q Acoustics carefully tests the 'if it ain't broke don't fix it' maxim  - 9/10
Q Acoustics knew there wasn’t much wrong with the original 7000 series but this revision to the Q7000i has kept their 
offering very near the top of the pack against the best of the competition. 

Best style package £700-£1000, Awards 2013. Got £900 to spend on a sub/sat package? Spend it here!
We are rather taken with the Q Acoustics Q7000i speaker system. And it’s in the same way that we were smitten when 
we first heard the original Q7000.
You might get a touch more articulation and low-level dynamics from more expensive packages, but at the sub-£1000 

Q Acoustics can be rightly proud of the Q7000, which is proof that its freelance approach to speaker design can yield 
brilliant results. In fact, I reckon you’ll be hard pressed to find the same level of performance from any other designer 5.1 

system at this price. I’m beginning to wonder: do I really need floorstanders?
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QI 65CB QI1105/2 6.5" In ceiling background speaker (pairs) Round Grille only 249.95

Background Series

Qi 65CB Features and Specifications

165mm (6.5”) driver with horn-loaded HF sympathetic radiator

Low profile grilles, as used in other models in the Q Install range

Only supplied in a 10-pack

203mm cut out, 79mm depth

Why "Q" ?

'Q Install' is a new and exciting range of installation loudspeakers. Featuring the very latest styling, technology and design to meet th e 
most demanding requirements of our dealers and their clients.

Cone technology - All the in-ceiling models boast a 6.5" (165mm) polypropylene cone. In the superior 'Performance' variants this is an injection-
moulded, mass damped, Nano Particle based driver cone, for lower distortion and colouration.

Grille - Q Install has used cutting edge industrial and acoustic engineering to create a striking bezel and grille design that clips magnetically into place. 
Circular and square grille options are available to ensure the perfect match for each customer's décor.Grille geometry has been carefully optimized to 
ensure the perfect balance between sound and discreet appearance. Square and circular magnetic grilles are fully interchangeable without any need 
to change or remove the loudspeaker.

Shallow mounting depth - Shallow depth requirement - all models are less than 84 mm deep.

Flame retardant - Q Install speakers utilize 'UL94' flame retardant materials.

Adjustable high's  - Adjustable high frequency output level feature in the 'Performance' and 'Weatherproof' models.

High frequency - Swivel tweeters (Excluding the QI 65CB) allow fine-tuning of the installation acoustics. Tweeters are fully 'open' on most models 
avoiding the use of protective bridges through the integration of Automatic Tweeter dome Recovery technology (ATR) that restores the dome after 
accidental deformation.

Larger magnets - 'Performance' models feature a larger magnet assembly giving a 30% increase in program power handling capability. In addition 
precision components are utilized in the crossover filters, together with gold plated connectors.

Moisture proof - All models are moisture proof, with the Weatherproof models being suitable for more extreme use. Stainless steel fixings and 
corrosion resistant aluminium grilles are utilised together with fully sealed drive units to ensure no water ingress.

Packaging - Q Install speakers come carefully packaged with installation template and fitting instructions. All models feature protective driver dust 
covers and cloth backed grilles to facilitate painting should it be required.

Purchase options - Many models are available as singles to aid installer convenience and reduce the overhead of excess stock.

A quality in-ceiling speaker on a budget, the Q Acoustics Qi65CB is a fantastic value option!

MINIMALISTIC IN EVERYWAY
Utilizing their years of experience, Q Acoustics have put their engineering prowess into creating a compact yet powerful unit. With a depth of less than 73mm and a 
slim bezel and grille design that clips magnetically into place, you can be assured that the Qi65CB will compliment your roomin a discreet manner.
POWER COMBINED WITH EFFICIENCY
Q Acoustics have a strong pedigree in producing award winning speakers and the Qi65CB inherits the benefit of this experience. The Qi65CB boasts a carefully 
designed full range 6.5" polypropylene driver that delivers a deep, taut bass response, detailed midrange and extended highs,to ensure an expansive and detailed 
sound stage. This design choice has the added benefit of being more efficient than traditional designs relying on crossovers,thus increasing its compatibility with 
partnering amplifiers and requiring less power to perform at higher volumes.
PACKAGED FOR INSTALLS
Designed as an option for full home installs, the Q Acoustics Qi65CB is sold in packs of 10, perfect for upgrading your entire home and bringing music into every 
room. To make installation easy the Qi65CB comes with a template. Should you wish to paint the speakers to match your decor the Qi65CB also comes with 
protective dust covers and cloth backed grilles. The Qi65CB is also moisture proof and built utilizing 'UL94' flame retardantmaterials in their construction.
Let the Q Acoustics Qi65CB help you fill your home with music, all on a budget!
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Model Product code Description / Specifications Grille options RRP

QI1110 Round grille

R QI1120 Square grille

Tweeter - 19mm, Soft dome, Swivel type

Woofer - 6.5", Polypropylene

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low frequency) -3dB - 75

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 232mm

Power handling - 15 - 60 Watts

Sensitivity - 89 dB

Maximum rear depth - 79mm

Grille - Ultra thin besel, Round or Square options, 

Magnetic

Cutout - 203mm

Sold in - Pairs

Model Product code Description / Specifications Grille options RRP

Tweeter - 19mm, Soft dome, Swivel type

Woofer - 8", Polypropylene

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low frequency) -3dB - 63Hz

Exterior diameter - 281mm

Power handling - 15 - 60 Watts

Sensitivity - 88 dB

Maximum rear depth - 87mm

Grille - Ultra thin besel, Magnetic grille

Cutout - 248mm

Sold in - Pairs

QI1150 Round grille

QI1160 Square grille

Tweeter - 2 19mm, Soft dome, fixed type

Woofer - 6.5", Polypropylene

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low frequency) -3dB - 75

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 232mm

Power handling - 15 - 60 Watts

Sensitivity - 86 dB

Maximum rear depth - 84mm

Grille - Ultra thin besel, Round or Square options, 

Magnetic

Cutout - 203mm

Sold in - Singles

6.5" In ceiling speakers (Sold in pairs)

Professional Series

Qi 65C 299.95

Qi 80C 499.95

In ceiling stereo speaker (Sold in singles)

QI1208 8" In ceiling speaker (Sold in pairs) Round Grille only

Qi 65CSt 249.95

The Q Acoustics 6.5” Professional in-ceiling single stereo speaker features the latest stereo speaker technology that so that you can enjoy great sound with minimal 
installation. They give you the ability to listen to music throughout your home, even in bathrooms as they are moisture proof. Now you can listen to the same 
music in many rooms, where before it was practically impossible due to the impractical nature of having the speakers dotted around in each room.

The Q Acoustics 6.5” Stereo Professional in-ceiling stereo speaker features the latest styling and stereo speaker technology that is designed to meet the m ost 
demanding of your requirements. They give you the ability to listen to music throughout your home, even in bathrooms as they are moisture proof. Whereas 
before you were not able to listen to the same music in many rooms due to the impractical nature of having the speakers dotted around in each room, the 6.5” 
Professional in-ceiling stereo speaker now lets you do that.

The Q Acoustics 8” Professional in-ceiling stereo speaker features the latest styling and stereo speaker technology that is designed to meet the most demanding of 
your requirements. They give you the ability to listen to music throughout your home, even in bathrooms as they are moisture proof. Whereas before you were not 
able to listen to the same music in many rooms due to the impractical nature of having the speakers dotted around in each room, the 6.5” Professional in-ceiling 
stereo speaker now lets you do that.
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Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low freq) -3dB - 70Hz

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 232mm

Power handling - 15 - 80 Watts

Sensitivity - 90 dB

Maximum rear depth - 79mm

Grille - Ultra thin besel, Round or Square options, 

Magnetic

Cutout - 203mm

Sold in - Pairs

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low freq) -3dB - 60Hz

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 281mm

Power handling - 15 - 80 Watts

Sensitivity - 90 dB

Maximum rear depth - 97mm

Grille - Ultra thin besel, Round only, Magnetic

Cutout - 248mm

Sold in - Pairs

Crossover - Higher spec crossover, Gold plated 

connectors

Qi 8CP 599.95

Tweeter - 25mm, Switchable Soft dome, Swivel 

type

Woofer - 8", Nono particle based cone, Larger 

magnet assembly

Crossover - Higher spec crossover, Gold plated 

connectors

QI1210/2 8" In ceiling speaker (Sold in pairs) Round Grille only

6.5" In ceiling speaker (Sold in pairs)QI1130/2 Round grille

Performance Series - In ceiling

Qi 65CP 499.95

Tweeter - 25mm, Switchable Soft dome, Swivel 

type

Woofer - 6.5", Nono particle based cone, Larger 

magnet assembly

Nano Particle Technology

The advanced ‘Nano particle’ technology, incorporated into the cone material 
of the bass/midrange drive units of Q Install’s ‘Performance’ series 
loudspeakers, delivers clear sonic advantages.
Nano particles are incredibly small, typically 100 nanometres in diameter, 
(which means 2000 of them, laid side by side, would be the same width as a 
human hair). Added to a conventional high quality cone material, such as 
polypropylene, they diffuse throughout the mixture to form a new nano-
composite structure. The resultant cone boasts enhanced mechanical 
properties such as improved stiffness, reduced mass and an incredible 75% 
higher tensile strength. These technical advances deliver a faster transient 
response and reduced cone break up, leading to exceptionally low distortion, 
transparent and dynamic sound.

The Q Acoustics 6.5” Performance in-ceiling stereo speaker offers the latest technology in order to fulfil the toughest of demands from an in-ceiling speaker. They 
give you the ability to listen to music throughout your home, even in bathrooms as they are moisture proof. Whereas before you were not able to listen to the 
same music in many rooms the 6.5” Performance in-ceiling stereo speaker gives you the ability to do that. Great for entertaining, or simply wanting to watch a 
movie, these speakers can serve for many purposes.

The Q Acoustics 8” Performance in-ceiling stereo speaker features the latest styling and stereo speaker technology that is designed to meet the most demanding of 
your requirements. This is the largest size in the Q Install range, and will give amazing room filling sound. They give you the ability to listen to music throughout 
your home, even in bathrooms as they are moisture proof. Before listening to the same music throughout each room was impossible due to the impractical nature 
of having the speakers dotted around in each room, yet the 8” Performance in-ceiling stereo speaker now lets you do that.
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Speaker Specifications

Tweeter / Tweeter diameter: Swivel / 1" (25mm)

Woofer diameter: 6.5"

Power handling (program): 15 - 75W

Impedance (nominal) ohms: 8

Sensitivity dB spl (2.83V, 1m): 85 (switchable HF)

Response (Low frequency) -3 dB: 65 Hz

Max rear depth: 79 mm

Size: Round / Square grilles: 306 mm x 219 mm

Cutout (nominal): 275 mm x 187 mm

Sold in - Pairs

Speaker Specifications

Tweeter / Tweeter diameter: Swivel / 1" (25mm)

Woofer diameter: 8.0"

Power handling (program): 15 - 100W

Impedance (nominal) ohms: 8

Sensitivity dB spl (2.83V, 1m): 88 (switchable HF)

Response (Low frequency) -3 dB: 60 Hz

Max rear depth: 95 mm

Size: Round / Square grilles: 365 mm x 263 mm

Cutout (nominal): 335 mm x 233 mm

Sold in - Pairs

QI2110/2 6.5" In wall speaker (Sold in pairs) N/A

QI2210/2 8" In wall speaker (Sold in pairs) N/A

Performance Series - In wall

QI 65RP 699.95

QI 80RP 799.95

In Wall Speakers
The new Q Install in-wall series offers an exhilarating range of speakers designed for home theatre applications demanding excep tional performance from 
loudspeakers that meet the needs of clients requiring stylish low profile aesthetics. They feature Q Install's superior Nano Particle mass damped polypropylene 
low frequency drive units with high powered coil and magnet assemblies for low distortion and high transient power capability. Full range speakers combine 
swivel capable silk done mesh protected tweeters for fine system tuning together with additional high frequency level adjustment. The in-wall speakers feature 
low profile magnetic grilles for ease of installation, with optimised whole geometries for their frequency range.
High order crossovers are used to ensure a smooth frequency transition on two and 3 way units, particular care has been taken to ensure that speech remains 
clear at all times via attention to the mid-range frequency response and reduction of all sources of colouration. Installation is made particularly flexible by ensuring 
that all units require the minimum of installation depth.
Installers may specify from a range consisting of an 8” and 6.5” two way full range unit and a D'Appolito array LCR which is also ideal for use as a centre channel. A 
passive 8” sub is also offered to complement the full range units providing additional bass extension when used with an appropriate A/V receiver and power 
amplifier.

The 8” in-wall speaker features Q Install's superior Nano Particle mass damped polypropylene low frequency drive units with high power ed coil and magnet 
assemblies for low distortion and high transient power capability. Full range speakers combine swivel capable silk done mesh protected tweeters for fine system 
tuning together with additional high frequency level adjustment. The 8” in-wall speaker features low profile magnetic grilles for ease of installation, with optimised 
whole geometries for their frequency range. High order crossovers are used to ensure a smooth frequency transition on two and3 way units, particular care has 
been taken to ensure that speech remains clear at all times via attention to the mid-range frequency response and reduction of all sources of colouration. 
Installation is made particularly flexible by ensuring that all units require the minimum of installation depth.

The 6.5” in-wall speaker features Q Install's superior Nano Particle mass damped polypropylene low frequency drive units with high powered coil and magnet 
assemblies for low distortion and high transient power capability. Full range speakers combine swivel capable silk done mesh protected tweeters for fine system 
tuning together with additional high frequency level adjustment. The 6.5” in-wall speaker features low profile magnetic grilles for ease of installation, with 
optimised whole geometries for their frequency range.
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Speaker Specifications

Tweeter / Tweeter diameter: Swivel / 1" (25mm)

Woofer diameter: 6.5"

Power handling (program): 15 - 100W

Impedance (nominal) ohms: 8

Sensitivity dB spl (2.83V, 1m): 87 (switchable HF)

Response (Low frequency) -3 dB: 65 Hz

Max rear depth: 85 mm

Size: Round / Square grilles: 511 mm x 221 mm

Cutout (nominal): 483 mm x 193 mm

Sold in - Singles

Speaker Specifications

Tweeter / Tweeter diameter: n/a

Woofer diameter: 8.0"

Power handling (program): 15 - 100W

Impedance (nominal) ohms: 8

Sensitivity dB spl (2.83V, 1m): 88 (switchable HF)

Response (Low frequency) -3 dB: 50 Hz

Max rear depth: 99 mm

Size: Round / Square grilles: 287 mm x 287 mm

Cutout (nominal): 248 mm

Sold in - Singles

QI LCR65RP 499.95

QI SUB80SP 399.95

QI2150 6.5" In wall LCR speaker (Sold in singles) N/A

QI2250 8" In wall Subwoofer (Sold in singles) N/AR

The Left/Centre/Right 6.5” in-wall speaker features Q Install's superior Nano Particle mass damped polypropylene low frequency drive units with high powered coil 
and magnet assemblies for low distortion and high transient power capability. Full range speakerscombine swivel capable silk done mesh protected tweeters for 
fine system tuning together with additional high frequency level adjustment. The Left/Centre/Right 6.5” in-wall speaker features low profile magnetic grilles for 
ease of installation, with optimised whole geometries for their frequency range. High order crossovers are used to ensure a smooth frequency transition on two 
and 3 way units, particular care has been taken to ensure that speech remains clear at all times via attention to the mid-range frequency response and reduction of 
all sources of colouration. Installation is made particularly flexible by ensuring that all units require the minimum of installation depth.

The 8” Subwoofer features Q Install's superior Nano Particle mass damped polypropylene low frequency drive units with high powered coil and magnet assemblies 
for low distortion and high transient power capability. Full range speakers combine swivel capable silk done mesh protected tweeters for fine system tuning 
together with additional high frequency level adjustment. The 8” Subwoofer features low profile magnetic grilles for ease of installation, with optimised whole 
geometries for their frequency range. High order crossovers are used to ensure a smooth frequency transition on two and 3 wayunits, particular care has been 
taken to ensure that speech remains clear at all times via attention to the mid-range frequency response and reduction of all sources of colouration. Installation is 
made particularly flexible by ensuring that all units require the minimum of installation depth, the maximum rear depth required is just 99mm for the Qi Sub 80SP.
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In ceiling weatherproof speaker

(Sold in pairs and round grilles only)

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low frequency) -3dB - 65Hz

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 230mm

Power handling - 15 - 60 Watts

Sensitivity - 87 dB

Maximum rear depth - 84mm

Grille - Corrosion resistant alluminium 

Fittings - Stainless steal

Cutout - 197mm

Sold in - Pairs

In ceiling weatherproof Stereo speaker

(Sold in singles and round grilles only)

Impedance (Nominal) Ohms - 8

Response (Low frequency) -3dB - 65Hz

Exterior diameter (Round grille) - 230mm

Power handling - 15 - 60 Watts

Sensitivity - 85 dB

Maximum rear depth - 84mm

Grille - Corrosion resistant alluminium 

Fittings - Stainless steal

Cutout - 197mm

Sold in - Singles

QI3150/2 White 

QI3130/2 Black 

QI3190/2 White 

QI3170/2 Black 

Qi 45EW Qi 65EW

Sensitivity - 86 dB/1W 87 dB/1W

Power handling - 10 W to 50 W 10 W to 80 W

Impedance - 8 ohms nominal 8 ohms nominal

Frequency response - 85 Hz to 20 kHz 80 Hz to 20 kHz

Tweeter - 0.5” PEI dome 1" AL dome

Woofer - 4.5” Polypropylene 6.5" Polypropylene

Dimensions - (w x h x d): 135mm x 245mm x 

170mm

325mm x 225mm x 

180mm

Sold in - Pairs Sold in - Pairs

QI1190 Round onlyQi 65CW

Woofer - 6.5", Polyproplyene, Fully sealed driver 

units

4.5 " On-wall outdoor weatherproof speaker

QI1200 Round only

499.95

Weatherproof Series

Woofer - 6.5", Polyproplyene, Fully sealed driver 

units

Qi 65CWSt 399.95

Tweeters - 2 / 13mm, Switchable Soft dome, 

Swivel type

Qi 65EW 699.956.5 " On-wall outdoor weatherproof speaker

Qi 45EW 499.95

Tweeter - 25mm, Switchable Soft dome, Swivel 

type

The Qi 45 and QI 65 are attractive and compact  (45) wall mounted two-way speaker systems ideally suited to both indoor or outdoor environments. Featuring a 
tough UV resistant ABS enclosure and aluminum speaker grille they are designed to provide many years of trouble free service whatever the weather.
Their diminutive dimensions and versatile mounting brackets make them both easy to install and the perfect solution to providing music in many applications; 
including outdoor dining and restaurant areas and indoor public spaces and conference facilities. 

Q Acoustics engineers have carefully crafted the Qi 45 and Qi 65 audio performance to deliver an exceptional combination of clarity and focused power using a rigid 
polypropylene driver cone, high quality crossover network and bass reflex enclosure to deliver results that comfortably exceed expectations. 

Moisture proof - All models are moisture proof, with the Weatherproof models being suitable for more extreme use. Stainless steel fixings and corrosion resistant 
aluminium grilles are utilised together with fully sealed drive units to ensure no water ingress.
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QI3210 Rock outdoor weatherproof speaker Granite only

(Sold in singles)

Sensitivity - 88 db/1W

Power handling - 10W to 60W

Impedance - 8 ohms nominal

Frequency response - 70 Hz to 20 kHz

Tweeter - 1” PEI dome

Woofer - 6.5” Polypropylene

Dimensions - (w x h x d): 330mm x 280mm x 

240mm

Sold in - Singles

Model Product Code Description / Specifications Finish / Quantity RRP / M

16/2 PVC QE4410 Custom Two core, PVC, Speaker Cable 2.50

16/4 PVC QE4420 Custom Four core, PVC, Speaker Cable 5.00

QX16/4 LSZH QE4010 Custom Two core, PVC, Low smoke, Speaker Cable 5.60

QX16/4 LSZH QE4020 Custom Four core, PVC, Low smoke, Speaker Cable 8.50

QX16/2 PE QE4155 Custom Two core, Outdoor Speaker Cable 5.00

QX16/4 PE QE4165 Custom Four core, Outdoor Speaker Cable 9.00

Qi 65LW 399.95

To get the best from your Q Install loudspeakers we recommend QED speaker cables

QED CI Speaker Cables

White / 150 Metre Box

White / 100 Metre Box

Black / 300 Metre Reel

The Qi 65 is the perfect speaker for those who want to create music in a landscaped environment. Finished in a granite effect texture and incorporating a wide 
range 6.5” woofer and 1” tweeter the Qi 65 can all but disappear from conscious view when positioned within outdoor areas such as bordered patios and alpine 
gardens. Its rugged glass reinforced polymer cabinet construction and weatherproof cable termination allow the Qi 65 to be located at ground level making it easy 
to locate and install with confidence. 
Q Acoustics have engineered a low resonance cabinet and optimized the driver characteristics to ensure the Qi 65 delivers a full and clear sound even at high 
volumes, making is ideal for high quality outdoor music reproduction, announcements or even atmospheric birdsong! 

Speaker cable is an essential component in any Hi-Fi or Home Cinema System. More than 30 years of product development, has led t o QED becoming the market 
leader in award winning, high performance speaker cables to suit any budget. Our designers continuously challenge the frontiers, experimenting with new 

materials, construction and shielding to ensure QED speaker cables will always deliver the very best possible sound.

- PVC White Flame Retardant  High Performance outer Jacket.
- Metre Marking
- Available in 150m Pull - Out Box 

- PE Water and UV Resistant Outdoor Outer Jaket . No Conduit Required!
- Metre Marking
- Can be Buried
- Does not react to Polystyrene Insulation (Expol), unlike some PVC Jackets. 

Most cables feature PVC insulation, some have a basic fire rating such as CL3, etc. Unfortunately, most cables give off hazardous toxic smoke during a fire, 
posing a very serious health risk. LSZH cables are made from a special compound that performs as well as PVC insulation, but crucially gives off very little smoke 
and no halogen toxins in the event of a fire.
Many leading architects and builders along with commercial and marine designers are now specifying LSZH spec cables as standard.
Only LSZH cables meet the legislated fire specifications for boat installations.
Each complete QED Professional cable design is fully tested to LSZH standards and reports are available on request.
We don't just use a fire rated jacket material over an ordinary cable assembly; each complete cable design including jacket and all internal conductors has to 
undergo rigorous fire safety testing to the following standards:

- Low Smoke
- Zero Halogen
- Available in 100m
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